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About This Content

Embedded within the floating islands of Sky City, the Tinkerer's Lab is the birthplace of the Series EV. Her creator, the
Tinkerer, has been preparing for a chasis & software upgrade to EV 1.5, but harnessing the Eternia energy has attracted

unwanted attention!

Key Features:

Includes New Campaign & Assault Challenge Map, each supporting 6 players
New Weapons & Character Costume rewards!
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Title: Dungeon Defenders - The Tinkerer's Lab Mission Pack
Genre: Action, Strategy, RPG, Indie
Developer:
Trendy Entertainment
Publisher:
Trendy Entertainment
Release Date: 26 Jun, 2013

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:
OS: Windows XP
Processor: 1 Ghz Dual-Core CPU
Memory: 1 GB RAM
Hard Disk Space: 2GB
Video Card: Graphics Card with Shader Model 3 support, 256 MB video memory
DirectX®: 9.0c
Sound: DirectSound-compatible sound device

English,German,French,Italian
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To be honest, I haven't got a clue what you would find enjoyable about this game? It sounded good but there are so many flaws.

The camera/controls are AWFUL
The game doesn't really explain what the hell you have to do..
It's difficult

Totally gutted and annoyed!!. Unlike this game a roach will never be deadlier, roomier or deadlier than the previous one you
smited.. Lovely Planet was a game about leaping and flying through a brightly coloured candyland. It was brilliant and skill-
testing and if you take anything away from this review, it's that you should go play it.
Lovely Planet Arcade is a game about walking slowly around a village killing people.

The damnedest thing is that they are made with the same game engine and mostly the same art assets.

For instance: Lovely Planet had a brilliant flying jump that you could use to make your own path through the stage. Lovely
Planet Arcade has the same jump, but there is an invisible ceiling a few feet above your head. You bonk against the ceiling,
hover uselessly for a few seconds, and fall.

Why did the developer add an invisible ceiling, rather than disabling the jump or reducing its vertical speed? Maybe they lost
the source code.

To accommodate the invisible ceiling and slow movement, the previous game's complex three-dimensional envionments have
shrunk and become two-dimensional. The vibrant colours have become muted shades of beige and khaki.

Looking up or down is disabled. Not for any visible reason, but because the stages would be too easy if you could destroy
obstacles at foot level.

Lovely Planet was a game about speed and movement. The 'baddies' were brightly-coloured abstractions, guides to the perfect
speedrunning line.

Lovely Planet Arcade is a game about killing. Your enemies are stylised humanoid figures. Some carry rifles and bazookas.
They will kill you many times. Others are unarmed. You shoot them with your shotgun. If you leave any unkilled, you fail and
the level resets.

Lovely Planet Arcade plays like a romhack of the previous game, assembled by a person who doesn't understand what made the
original good. Astonishingly, this isn't the game's biggest problem.

Put it together: The shotgun, the village, the slow march, the humanoid figures, some unarmed. The mandatory killing.

QUICKTEQUILA have made the world's first genocide-themed arcade game.

Not recommended.. Definitely the best of Half-Life expansion packs, but this game is HARD. This game on the easiest
difficulty is harder than Half-Life on the hardest difficulty. Be prepared for that. But it's certinaly manageable on the easiest
difficulty and worth the play because like most expansion packs from the 90's, this game is SUPER creative with the concept at
hand. It introduces creative new weapons (You can use the ceiling-tenticles as kind of a grappling hook!), creative new enemies,
and it even introduces a new gameplay mechanic; climbing ropes, and it was handled fairly well too. The level design is also a
little different from Half-Life's. You're still in Black Mesa, but the game throws totally new areas your way that you wouldn't
expect to see in Half-Life. The new monster designs aren't quite as well done as Half-Life's (a lot more cartoony in Opposing
Force), but they're still neat and creative. Definitely worth a try.. Here's a video i did to show some of the gameplay 
https://youtu.be/QPkoEoWm7i0 The game isn't as bad as i first thought however It'd be great if the zombies didn't have "Magic
attacks" and thus able to♥♥♥♥♥♥you with there rapid fire "Spells" before you can get a shot off as Sara. The first person the
blond "Sara" has a gun, but it's slow and lacks the feeling of power to it's shots. The red head "Matthew? "has a
kick♥♥♥♥♥chainsaw and the zombies she encounters seem to have less rapid fire magic attacks. Overall it's worth a buck "IF
YOU CAN HANDLE THE DIFFICULTY AND PERMADEATH" maybe two but nothing more unless more stuff is added or
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improved upon. I do want to say that i respect the effort made by the dev's on this as it's way better than anything i could make..
Dark Souls is easier than this game.. There are many good Lego games, but this one is riddled with bugs - stay away. Too
barebones, UI is a clunky outside of the network issues I wouldn't really recommend this for someone who just interested in the
game. Tutorial lacks finesse, the text gets in your way of playing the tutorial. Seems like a mobile game not a PC game. UI
Information isn't displayed well.

Based on this company's port of agricola I'd say the base of making board games and tutorials were done and they decided to
quickly port two popular board games they could get the rights to.

Must like the board game to start with to overlook the issues with this board game port.. this is a fun game, i enjoyed it, i got it
on the 40-something games for 1$ and its a fun game (most others were.... not ... just not ...)
couldent beat level 5 though. This game is very glitchy.
Some levels it won't even tell you the right things to reject and you have to guess.
It's only 9 very short levels of reject \/ approve articles....
Not very fun.
Also the Steam title says MagaziMe? the game says MagaziNe.
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You'll go crazy. Trust me.. After completing all four chapters of the game my feelings about it are very mixed. I liked the
concept of the plot and story but was ultimately annoyed and disappointed in chapter four when nothing about it progressed at
all. I didn't expect a conclusion because, to my understanding, there is a fifth chapter yet to be released but I would have liked
some kind of progress to be made. It left me annoyed and frustrated. Especially because chapter four had little to do with the
plot or story.

The story of the game revolves around a conspiracy by a vague yet menacing company who's true motives are unknown. There
are elements of mysticism as well as science and medical horror which are all good things. The game seems similar to
Sanitarium in some ways and even has puzzles reminiscent of the older game.

Nearly all puzzles in this game are purely mechanical. You are given no instructions and must simply fiddle with the parts to see
what they do. Sometimes I solved them by working them out and others I just fiddled with them until they solved themselves. I
found the puzzles after chapter 1 challenging and often irritating but I'm not in love with puzzles. Weirdly, some puzzles have
built in cheats which are easy to find by accident if you use the “retrospective” ability.

It took me 10 hours to complete all four chapters. Most of that time was spent trying to solve puzzles. I got very stuck on a few.
Usually because I wasn't sure which clues to follow or I couldn't tell what parts of the puzzle I could interact with due to the fact
that I couldn't see it very well. A black on black lever from the final puzzle in chapter four comes to mind.

The major bugs in the game seem to involve reloading saves and replaying chapters. Sometimes when I reloaded a save I would
find a door I had previously opened would now be locked again and I no longer had the key. A puzzle might similarly now
require an item I had already used on it. This would make it impossible to progress but reloading the save game again seems to
fix it. Sometimes it takes several tries. This is a problem in all chapters. On attempting to replay a chapter I found the button
basically did nothing. It just reloaded my last save.

Aside from those bugs lighting is the biggest problem. It looks very nice but the environments and puzzles are very dark while
notes collected throughout the game are often blindingly bright or too dark to read. This is because the notes try to use in game
lighting to determine their brightness level. It sounds like an awesome idea but it wasn't well executed. I tried tweaking different
settings on my monitor but nothing fixed the problem. Eventually, I ended up using the subtitles function to read the note.

The textures and models in the game are actually quite nice. They're not ground breaking but for an indie game they are pretty
good. Most people look like people but there are some exceptions. The player model and that of his girlfriend look really odd.
Their over large, strangely shaped eyes that make them appear doll-like. Their faces also often lack movement which doesn't
help.The animations in the game are pretty good. They have lots of natural movement to them but there are a few times they
seem odd or robotic. These usually involve faces and hands.

The English voice acting in the game is okay. It improves over the course of the chapters but the limited cast (probably two
people) makes for some odd situations. Like two people with the same voice having a conversation, old men who sound like
they're in their twenties, or actors with deeper voices ineptly trying to speak in higher tones for women.

The biggest question is if the game is scary. The best part of the game by far is the strangness and unreality of things. I found it
creepy and there were moments of suspense and discomfort. This was somewhat diminished by my slowly building frustration
with puzzles and lack of plot progress. In order for a player to be scared they have to want to be scared and anger is a natural
fear killer.

In conclusion, I think it's a creepy game and it's interesting but in a lot of ways it failed. I'd like to see how it ends. The game has
similarities to Sanitarium, an old favorite of mine. I had fun with some of it but ultimately became impatient and annoyed. The
puzzles are challenging. The game has a few glitches and problems but nothing game breaking. The graphics are adequate but
the voice acting is not. The story is interesting but is not yet concluded which may leave players unsatisfied. My play time was
10 hours but may be less for better players. Whether or not that is worth $20 is up to you.. Makes you actually care about your
vassals, good DLC. Good game, but need more levels because it's the same thing over and over again.

If you like bowling and zombies this is a must have.

7 out of 10 because i had a good time playing this weird game. Just. One. More.
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The name is very fitting, It's a fun little casual game, both in single and multiplayer mode. Of all my casual games this is one of
the ones I most regularly come back to.. You have to signup for a UPlay account, but it is a fun game.. Awesome point and click
game. Makes you write things down, look everywhere, and revisit same rooms many times, but it's a good challenge. Definitely
worth it. Looking forward to playing part two.. Just like the first one, but with a more streamlined interface and Nazis! Not
realistically depicted Nazis, that you're supposed to empathize with and speak actual German, but the silly, over-the-top kind
with broken English and everything!
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